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INTRODUCTION

Premium
Indoor

Ultra
High Brightness
With thousands of installations 
around the world, DynaScan 

displays are the proven solution 
for high ambient light applications. 

With brightness ratings as high 
as 7,000 nits, DynaScan high 

brightness LCDs shine bright in 
direct sunlight—making them 
the ideal solution for outdoor 

enclosures, semi-outdoor and in-
window applications.

Full
Outdoor

The DO Series are premium 
professional LCDs for outdoor 

applications. IP66 rated for 
protection from water and dust, 
and features a vandal resistant 

tempered glass surface. An anti-
IR, anti-UV and anti-glare coating 

provides additional protection from 
the elements and ensures a bright, 

daylight viewable image.

The DI Series features models 
which are dust proof IP5X rated 

for protection from contaminants 
and debris and features a fanless 
thermal management system for 

virtually silent operation. With sizes 
up to 100-inches and the industry’s 
thinnest form factors, the displays 

are ideal for premium high-end 
applications such as retail and 

banking environments.
 

ABOUT DYNASCAN

With strong engineering background and extensive experience in the audio / video industry, we have been helping our 
clients worldwide in retail, transportation, gaming, entertainment, rental, staging, and public venues to enhance ad-
vertising, branding, entertainment, and communication. DynaScan manufactures a full range of ultra-high brightness, 
premium indoor LCDs, full outdoor LCDs, and custom LED display solutions.

Founded in 1998, DynaScan operates from offices in the United States, Taiwan, China and Netherlands. Our displays, 
which have received numerous awards and recognition for their innovation, have been installed in locations around the 
world for use in advertising, public information, events and entertainment. 

As a leading digital display manufacturer, DynaScan is driven to provide customers with state-of-the-art visual com-
munication solutions through unique LCD and LED display solutions. Our products offer high levels of brightness, 
resolution, and contrast needed for high-impact dynamic digital signage.

DynaScan Technology has been 
manufacturing unique digital display 
solutions since 1998.

Display solutions for a wide variety of 
applications.



The DI Series is a collection of premium professional LCDs for indoor applications. The displays feature a wide view-
ing angle LCD with a high brightness LED backlight producing an image up to 1,000 nits. 

The DI Series features models with dust proof IP5X rated for protection from contaminants and debris and fanless 
thermal management systems for virtually silent operation. 

With the industry’s thinnest form factors—as thin as 29 mm—the displays are ideal for premium high-end applica-
tions such as retail and banking environments. 
 
Each screen is individually color calibrated to ensure excellent color quality and uniformity. The DI Series features 
integrated Android™ based media player with WiFi offering users a complete media platform, allowing playback of 
local files and USB/SD card media. 

APPLICATIONS

DI SERIES | PREMIUM INDOOR LCDS

RETAIL

SUPERMARKETS

BANKING

PUBLIC VENUES

Utilizing fanless thermal management, DynaScan 
premium indoor displays offer virtually silent operation. 
This is ideal for quiet environments such as banks, 
libraries, and institutions.

DynaScan premium indoor LCDs are a bright, 
visible solution for transportation and way finding 
applications. Not only do DynaScan premium indoor 
LCDs stand out in high traffic areas, with dust proof 
IP5X ratings and fanless cooling designs, they are also 
designed to be impervious to dust and contaminants 
that can be introduced to the display in high foot traffic 
areas.

When color quality is of upmost importance, DynaScan 
premium indoor LCDs deliver high contrast, high 
brightness and True Color reproduction. Every screen 
is factory color calibrated to the D65 (6500K) color 
standard to produce images appear as they were 
intended and also ensure color uniformity among 
multiple displays.

With brightness ratings as high as 1000 nits, 
DynaScan premium indoor LCDs are an excellent 
solution for areas with bright indoor environments 
with high ambient light such as beneath skylights or 
areas with bright interior lighting. An ultra-thin profile 
provides easy integration that blends into the existing 
environment.



DI881LT2
1000 nit Brightness, 3840x1080 resolution, 32:9 aspect 
ratio. Integrated Android™ Media Player, LED Backlit with 
Local Dimming. Optional kit available for dual-sided and 
triple-sided configurations.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DI88LT2 88” (32:9) 1000 nits 3840 x 1080

DI100ST2
700 nit Brightness, Ultra HD 4K resolution, Wide Color 
Gamut, Integrated Android™ Media Player, LED Backlit 
with Local Dimming, D65 Color Calibrated

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DI100ST2 100” 700 nits 3840 x 2160

DI551ST2
1000 nit Brightness, 29 mm thickness, IP5X, Integrated 
Android™ Media Player, LED Backlit with Local Dimming, 
D65 Color Calibrated, Blackening Defect Free in Direct 
Sunlight

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DI551ST2 55” 1000 nits 1920 x 1080

DI651ST2
800 nit Brightness, 60 mm thickness, IP5X, Integrated 
Android™ Media Player, LED Backlit with Local Dimming, 
D65 Color Calibrated, Blackening Defect Free in Direct 
Sunlight

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DI651ST2 65” 800 nits 1920 x 1080

*NOT APPLICABLE TO ALL MODELS. SEE INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEETS FOR DETAILS.

KEY FEATURES PRODUCT LINEUP

TRUE COLOR QUALITY

ULTRA THIN

FANLESS COOLING*

IP5X DUSTPROOF

Every display is factory calibrated to the D65 (6500 
K) CIE color standard. This color setting produces a 
natural looking image which has a correlated color 
temperature to that of daylight, and reduced the 
negative effects of blue tints.

With the industry’s thinnest form factors—as thin as 
29 mm—the displays are ideal for premium high-end 
applications such as retail and banking environments.

Eliminating life-shortening fans, heat generated by 
the display is radiated away from high temperature 
areas while a sensor continuously monitors the internal 
temperature to protect the system from overheating. All 
of this is accomplished utilizing an advanced fanless 
thermal management system. 

The DI Series features models with IP5X ratings for 
protection from dust and debris. This maximizes the 
life of the display—especially in restaurant and retail 
environments.

SCREEN IMAGES SIMULATED



With thousands of installations around the world, DynaScan displays are the proven solution for high ambient light 
applications.

With brightness ratings as high as 7,000 nits, DynaScan high brightness LCDs shine bright in direct sunlight—mak-
ing them the ideal solution for outdoor enclosures, semi-outdoor and in-window applications. 

DynaScan offers the widest variety of sizes—models ranging from 32”-85”, in brightness levels from 2,500-7,000 
nits, and are available in stand-alone and video wall configurations. DynaScan offers the most power efficient, low-
est power consuming professional LCDs on the market.

DS SERIES | ULTRA HIGH BRIGHTNESS LCDS

APPLICATIONS

CONSUMER GOOD RETAILERS

INSTITUTIONS & HOUSE OF WORSHIP

SERVICE RETAILERS

TRANSPORTATION

Interest rates fluctuate daily. How do you keep up with 
the action and ensure you are giving your customers 
the information they need? From banks to real estate 
offices to insurance and medical centers, customers 
expect to find the information they need at a moment’s 
notice.

The use of public transportation is on the rise. Since 
1995, public transportation ridership has increased by 
30%--a growth rate higher than the 22% increase in 
U.S. population. With more and more people turning to 
public transportation to arrive at their destination, they 
expect to know when their ride will arrive or if there are 
any expected delays.

Every day your target market is walking past your 
window. How do you bring them off the sidewalk and 
into your retail store? From apparel and cosmetic 
retailers to pharmacies and car dealerships, the leading 
method used today is printed posters. 

More and more corporate headquarters, city halls, 
court houses, hospitals, and houses of worship are 
going digital because it offers a high-end appearance 
with the ability to display up-to-date video content 
without the need to manually change posters.



BRIGHTNESS
&

COLOR

*NOT APPLICABLE TO ALL MODELS. SEE INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEETS FOR DETAILS.

KEY FEATURES

TRUE COLOR QUALITY

THE BRIGHTEST IN THE WORLD

INTELLIGENT THERMAL MANAGEMENT

BRIGHTNESS & COLOR GUARANTEED

Every screen is factory calibrated to D65 (6500 K) 
CIE color standard. This color setting produces a 
natural looking image which has a correlated color 
temperature to that of daylight.

DynaScan ultra-high brightness LCDs with maximum 
brightness ratings up to 7,000 nits, which can easily be 
viewed in direct sunlight, such as storefront windows or 
outdoor enclosures without interference of glare from 
surrounding glass and reflections.

Heat generated by the display is radiated away from 
high temperature areas while a sensor continuously 
monitors the internal temperature to protect the system 
from overheating. This is accomplished with ultra-
quiet fans, or some models utilize a fanless thermal 
management system. 

All DynaScan high brightness LCDs are guaranteed 
to produce a bright, vivid image with a brightness and 
color degradation of no more than 9% over 5 year of 
continuous use.

AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

LOCAL DIMMING BACKLIGHT

24/7 OPERATION

BLACKENING DEFECT-FREE

Different external lighting conditions require different 
brightness levels. An onboard light sensor measures 
the ambient light in the area and automatically adjusts 
the image accordingly.

The display features a proprietary local dimming LED 
back light technique for a remarkably high contrast 
picture. With direct local dimming, darker areas of an 
image receive less backlighting than lighter areas.

All DynaScan high brightness screens are designed for 
worry-free round-the-clock operation.

The DI Series is IP5X rated for protection from dust and 
debris. This feature maximizes the life of the display 
in any environment, especially in restaurant and retail 
environments.



PRODUCT LINEUP

DUAL
SIDED
LCD

DS322LR4-1
The DS322LR4-1 is a 32 inch professional ultra high 
brightness LCD. With a brightness rating of 2,500 nits, 
this display features an LED back light for high contrast 
picture quality and low power consumption.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS322LR4-1 32” 2500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS421LT4
The DS421LT4 is a 42-inch professional ultra-high 
brightness LCD with a 2,500 nit brightness rating and 5.9 
equal bezel.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS421LT4 42” 2500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS371BT4
The DS371BT4 is a 37.5-inch high brightness stretched 
professional LCD. With a stretched 32:9 aspect ratio, 
the DS371BT4 is designed for special applications where 
height is limited.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS371BT4 37” 3000 nits 1920 x 540

DS491LT4
The DS491LT4 is a full HD 49-inch high brightness LCD 
featuring an LED backlight producing a 3,500 nit sunlight 
viewable image. Integrated Android™ Media Player or 
optional Intel® SDM slot.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS491LT4 49” 3500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS491LT6
The DS491LT6 is a full HD 49-inch high brightness LCD 
featuring an LED backlight producing a 5,500 nit sunlight 
viewable image. Integrated Android™ Media Player or 
optional Intel® SDM slot.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS491LT6 49” 5500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS551LX4
The DS551LX4 combines the benefits of a high bright 
display with a super narrow 3.5 mm bezel-to-bezel for 
tiled video wall applications.  

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS551LX4 55” 3000 nits 1920 x 1080

DS551DR4
With a sunlight viewable 3000 nit side and a 1000 nit 
brightness side on the reverse, the DS551DR4 is an ideal 
fit for in-window display applications. Dual Integrated 
Android™ Media Players.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS551DR4 55” 1000/3000 nits 1920 x 1080



PRODUCT LINEUP

DS552LT4-1
The DS552LT4-1 is a 55-inch ultra high brightness pro-
fessional LCD with IPS technology. Integrated Android™ 
Media Player or optional Intel® SDM slot. 

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS552LT4-1 55” 3500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS552LT7
With a daylight viewable brightness rating of 7,000 nits 
this display is the brightest LCD in the world. An ideal 
solution for the most demanding of environments. Inte-
grated Android™ Media Player.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS552LT7 55” 7000 nits 1920 x 1080

DS552LT6-1
The DS552LT4-1 is a 55-inch ultra high brightness pro-
fessional LCD with IPS technology. Integrated Android™ 
Media Player or optional Intel® SDM slot. 

Model Size Brightness Resolution

DS552LT6-1 55” 5500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS652LR5
The DS652LR5 is a 65-inch professional ultra-high 
brightness (UHB) LCD with a maximum brightness rating 
of 4,000 nits. 

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS652LR5 65” 4000 nits 1920 x 1080

DS751LT4
The DS751LT4 is an FHD 75-inch high brightness LCD 
featuring an LED backlight producing a 2,500 nit sunlight 
viewable image.  

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS751LT4 75” 2500 nits 1920 x 1080

DS752LR4
The DS752LR4 is an Ultra HD 75-inch high brightness 
LCD featuring an LED backlight producing a 3,500 nit 
sunlight viewable image.  

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS752LR4 75” 3500 nits 3840 x 2160

DS851LR4-1
The largest ultra-high brightness LCD series, measuring 
85-inches diagonally. The display features a 4K UHD 85-
inch LCD with a high brightness LED backlight producing 
a 3,500 nit sunlight-viewable image.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DS851LR4-1 85” 3500 nits 3840 x 2160

SCREEN IMAGES SIMULATED



The DO Series are premium professional LCDs for outdoor applications. The displays feature UHD 4K and FHD 
resolutions with a high brightness LED backlights producing an images up to 3,500 nits. The DO Series is IP66 rated 
for protection from water and dust, and features a vandal resistant tempered glass surface. An anti-IR, anti-UV and 
anti-glare coating provides additional protection from the elements and ensures a bright, daylight viewable image.

The DO series may be used in standalone applications or integrated into free standing kiosks and other decorative 
elements. Each screen is individually True Color calibrated to ensure excellent color quality and uniformity.

DO SERIES | FULL OUTDOOR LCDS

APPLICATIONS

SMART CITIES

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

DRIVE THRU MENU BOARDS

TRANSPORTATION

In an area typically reserved for posters and print 
material that must be updated and changed manually, 
DynaScan outdoor LCDs offer QSR owners a new 
dynamic medium for engaging signage that is clearly 
visible both day and night. With D65 TrueColor 
calibration, DynaScan LCDs offer exceptional picture 
quality and may be updated regularly with new product 
offerings and promotions.

Valuable information such as arrival and departure 
information and flight information display systems 
(FIDS) is just a glance away with DynaScan displays, 
which offer ultra-high brightness, high resolution, and 
may even be controlled over a network.

Bring your smart city application into the future with 
the brightest fully outdoor LCD displays on the market. 
DynaScan ultra-high brightness outdoor LCDs may 
be integrated with touch overlays or other interactive 
elements to provide digital way finding, maps, 
restaurant suggestions or ticketing machines.

DynaScan outdoor LCDs are an excellent solution 
for out of home (OOH) advertising applications with 
resolutions up to UHD 4K. Brightness ratings as high 
as 3,500 nits produce an easy to see daylight viewable 
image that will make advertising content eye-catching 
to attract viewers, and provide a dynamic digital sig-
nage advertising or information platform that may be 
updated and controlled remotely.*



KEY FEATURES

LIGHT POLLUTION CONTROL

IP66 WEATHER RESISTANT

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

VANDAL RESISTANT IK10 RATED

Advanced onboard light sensors automatically adjusts 
the image accordingly and reduces light pollution by 
preventing over-illumination, glare, light clutter, and 
harmful blue light, all without degrading image quality.

DynaScan outdoor LCDs are built to tolerate the 
elements and are designed to resist water from 
entering the display and protects against the ingress of 
dust.

DynaScan is the industry leader in producing the most 
power efficient professional LCDs. With large city-wide 
rollouts, high power effeciency results in lower cost of 
ownership, and reducing carbon footprints.

DynaScan outdoor displays are vandal resistant 
IK10 rated, providing one of the highest degree of 
mechanical protection defined by EN 50102 standard.

DO552LR4
The DO552LR4 is a 55-inch premium professional LCD 
designed for full outdoor applications. The display features 
a full HD resolution with a high brightness LED backlight 
producing an image up to 3,500 nits.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DO552LR4 55” 3500 nits 1920 x 1080

DO861LR4
The DO861LR4 is a 86-inch professional LCD designed for 
full outdoor applications. The display features a UHD 4K 
resolution with a high brightness LED backlight producing 
an image up to 3,500 nits.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DO861LR4 86” 3500 nits 3840 x 2160

DO751LR4
The DO751LR4 is a 75-inch premium professional LCD 
designed for full outdoor applications. The display features 
a UHD 4K resolution with a high brightness LED backlight 
producing an image up to 3,500 nits.

Model Size Brightness Resolution
DO751LR4 75” 3500 nits 3840 x 2160

PRODUCT LINEUP

SCREEN IMAGES SIMULATED



NORTH AMERICA 
United States
7 Chrysler
Irvine, CA 92618
United States of America
T +1 949 421 0348
T +1 866 408 4848 
info@dynascandisplay.com

EUROPE
The Netherlands
Operetteweg 41
1323 VK Almere
The Netherlands
T +31 850239690
info@dynascandisplay.com

France
T +33 176 360 559
info@dynascandisplay.com
 

Germany
Südtirolerstr. 9
86165 Augsburg
Germany
T +49 821 808 3068
info@dynascandisplay.com

United Kingdom
1 Bell Street
Maidenhead, SL6 1BU
United Kingdom
T +44 162 842 1570
F +44 162 846 1222 

info@dynascandisplay.com

ASIA
Taiwan
66 Hwaya 1st Rd.
Kueishan Hwaya Technology Park
Taoyuan County 33383
Taiwan
T +886 3 396 0541 
F +886 3 396 0545
info@dynascan.com.tw

China
3F Building 40
No. 333 Qin Jian Rd. 
Shanghai, China 
T +86 21 6495 9900
info@dynascandisplay.com

Japan
888 Nippa-cho, Kouhoku-ku, 
Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa, 223-0057 
Japan
info@dynascandisplay.com
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